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Thursday, August 20

We will be travelling to Paris and its surroundings by bus, where we will visit strawbale buildings of different types. Our last stop will be Montargis, where the iconic Feuilllette House can be found and where the ESBG opening ceremony will be taking place.

1) School complex Stéphane HESSEL (2014) - Montreuil - [93]:

Boxes, wood lots and strawbale implemented by Isopaille [72].
Architects: Christian Étienne HACKEL | Hubert FEVRE
Guide: Jérémie MAILLOT

2) Nursery school Les Boutours (2014) - Rosny-sous-Bois - [93]:

Boxes, vegetated roof.
City architect: Emmanuel PEZRES
Architect in charge of the operation: Pierre-Jean POUILLARD
Guide: Dirk EBERHARD

1:00 pm Picnic

3) Ecossigny shared habitat of two houses (in progress) - Cossigny [77]:

Self build technique GREB accompanied by Jean-Baptiste THÉVARD.
Guide: Aymeric PRIGENT

4) Maison Feuilllette (1920) - CNCP Montargis [45]:

Engineer: Émile FEUILLETTÉ
Guide: team member ESBG
SPEAKERS

L1: Maren TERMENS | Luigi RIZZI | Hubert FEVRE | Maciej JAGIELAK | Coralie GARCIA | Arnaud EVRARD | Richard LACOMMIA | L2: Dirk EBBEY | Bee ROWAN | Lars KELLER | Cédric HAMELIN | Peter VOS | María BLENDE | Paul Adriaan SCHULZ | L3: Sören EKBÉR | Sören HEIN | Frank JANIN | Björn KIERLE | Frank THOMAS | Barbara JONES | Herbert GRUBER | L4: Luc FLOISSAC | Wolter KULÍN | Marie-Laure PACQUIET | Rino DONATO | Cédric DANIEL | André DE BOUTER | Zuza KIERULFOVA | Tom PEETERS | L5: Olivier GAULARD | Maria MELLORA | Katarína KUETINÁ | Gerhard SCHERBAUM | Maai STECK | Moritz RECHERT | Ria K NITZKOVÁ | Peter BLOK | L6: Thomas DIMOV | Enrico MARCONE | Caterina PINTO | Leopoldo DAZ CANO | Krzysztof ZYVER | Anna ZAWADZKA | Matthias PEDEGRUN | Jan DOMMER | L7: Valentino MAIN | Emmanuel PEZRES | Edwin SCHWARM | Isabelle TOMASSI | Hans VALKHOFF
9:00 am  The ESBG team welcomes the participants and presents the networkers.

9:15 am  Straw research, creativity, innovation and promotion in Argentina. Leopoldo DIAZ CANO

9:30 am  Building an eco-village from scratch. Peter BLOCK

9:45 am  Impressive! The benefits of strawbale ceilings Straw tec Australia. Frank THOMAS

10:15 am  Straw build fire test. Bee ROWAN

10:30 am  Labeled Passive strawbale wrapping (external thermal insulation). Franck JANIN | Maël STECK

11:00 am  aPROpaille - Recognition of strawbales use in buildings. Arnaud EVRARD

11:30 am  "Refurbishment of residential housing with strawbales!" Peter VOS | Marie-Laure PACQUET

11:45 am  Earthen plasters for durable strawbale walls. Matthieu PEDERGNANA

1:00 pm  Lunch

2:30 pm  Technical & thermal presentation - Frank JANIN | Maël STECK

3:00 pm  Zero carbon building element - ZCBE. Thomas DIMOV

3:30 pm  The results of monitoring in France. Coralie GARCIA | Richard LACORTIGLIA

4:00 pm  Modeling the behavior hygrothermal. FASBA

4:30 pm  Passive house and natural materials. Bjørn KIERULF

5:30 pm  90 cut technique in Austria. Herbert GRUBER

7:30 pm  Buffet dinner at Lycée en forêt
Saturday, August 22

STRAW GOES SOCIAL

Moderator am: Manas MELLiWA
Moderator pm: Dirk EBERHARD

9:15 am  Just build together. Paul ADRIAN SCHULZ

9:30 am  Yes we straw! Isabella TOMASSI | Enrico MARCONE

10:00 am  Crowdfunded strawbale showcase house in Poland. Jan DOWGIALLO | Anna ZAWADZKA

10:15 am  Vienna.transitionBASE: laboratory, campus and expo for a sustainable future. Paul Adrian SCHULZ

11:00 am  The situation in Turkey. Matthieu PEDERGNANA

11:15 am  Workshop “New architecture vegetable and regenerative”. Luigi RIZZI

11:45 am  Collaborative Design & Self building in Public Space. Valentina MAINI

12:15 pm  Next ESBG: call for hosts 2015. RFCP

1:00 pm Lunch

14:30 pm  Training the Natural Builders of the Future. Barbara JONES

3:00 pm  Leonardo training feedback. Sissy HEIN | FASBA

3:30 pm  A man builds a house, a house builds a man. Kristijan ZVER

4:00 pm  Being a Self-Build: ideas, thoughts and suggestions. Rikki NITZKIN

4:30 pm  Erasmus +. Sissy HEIN | Herbert GRUBER

5:00 pm  Agricultural resources and building needs. Luc FLOSSAC | Hans VALKHOFF

7:30 pm Buffet dinner at Lycée en forêt | 9:00 pm Party!
With the combo-vocal & beat-box “Radio Babel Marseille” + DJ
Sunday, August 23

STRAW GOES URBAN

Moderator am: André DE BOUTER
Moderator pm: Luc FLOISSAC

9:00 am “How far do we reach, 16 years professional straw buildings in Austria?”
   Erwin SCHWARZMÜLLER

9:15 am LCH - Life Cycle Habitation. Sören EIKEMEIER

9:45 am Urban straw building - project IWAN. Wouter KLJN

10:00 am Certification of strawbales. Dirk EBERHARD | FASBA | Sissy HEIN |
   Herbert GRUBER

10:30 am Pwall Building System. Pirro DONATO

11:00 am Presentation of one of the schools in Paris. Emmanuel PEZRES

12:00 am Meeting prefab. Bati Nature | Ecococon | Paille-Tech |
   Moritz REICHERT | Easygreen | Pwall Building System

1:00 pm Lunch

Open space for: demonstrations, fair, lectures, working groups, round tables

2:30 pm Exhibition: zero carbon building element - step by step. Thomas DIMOV

3:00 pm TWIZA, network for eco-self-builders, already in France and coming soon in the rest of EU. Cédric DANIEL

3:15 pm Plaster projection. Noé SOLSONA

3:45 pm Stand Pwall System. Pirro DONATO

4:15 pm Minimized prefab. Moritz REICHERT

4:30 pm Screening of Heidie Snell's movie. André DE BOUTER

7:30 pm Buffet dinner at Lycée en forêt
Monday, August 24

STRAW IS SHARED

Moderator am: Noé SOLSONA
Moderator pm: Sissy HEIN

9:00 am   Big buildings in Europe. Herbert GRUBER

9:15 am   EPD [Environmental Product Declaration].
           FASBA | Luc FLOISSAC | RFCP

10:00 am  FASBA’s Straw Building Guideline SBR-2014.

10:30 am  A French professional involved in the development of the network.
           Olivier GAUJARD | Hubert FEVRE.

11:00 am  The French building code: experience and perspective.
           Coralie GARCIA | Cédric HAMELIN

11:30 am  Do we need national networks? FASBA | RFCP | ASBN

1:00 pm   Lunch

2:30 pm   The French strawbale network. Manas MELLIWA | Dirk EBERHARD

2:45 pm   Strawbale building in Spain and South America.
           Rikki NITZKIN | Maren TERMENS

3:15 pm   A PhD thesis “Strawbale in Poland” at Cracow University of Technology.
           Maciej JAGIELAK

3:30 pm   Growth of Croatian Straw. Katarina LUKETINA

4:00 pm   Building with strawbales in Switzerland. Thomas DIMOV

4:30 pm   Strawbale Construction in Chile. Maria BLENDER

4:45 pm   What’s the story, Belgium? Tom PEETERS

5:00 pm   The Netherlands network. Wouter KLIJN

5:15 pm   Terrapalha & Compalha Portugal. Catarina PINTO

5:30 pm   Austria. Herbert GRUBER

5:45 pm   Germany. FASBA

5:55 pm   Slovakia. Zuzana KIERULFOVÁ | Björn KIERULF

7:30 pm   Buffet dinner at Lycée en forêt
We will go by bus to Paris and its surroundings, where we will visit strawbale buildings of different types.

1) Nursery school Les Boutours [2014] - Rosny-sous-Bois - [93]:
Boxes, vegetated roof.
City architect: Emmanuel PEZRES
Architect in charge of the operation:
Pierre-Jean POUILLARD
Guide: Dirk EBERHARD

2) Ecossigny shared habitat of two houses [in progress] - Cossigny [77]:
Self build technique GREB
accompanied by Jean-Baptiste THÉVARD.
Guide: Aymeric PRIGENT

1:00 pm Picnic

3) Strawbale building [realised with a decennial insurance] - Saint-Nom-la-Bretèche [78]:
Fam
Architect: Corentin DESMICHELLE.
Guide: Noé SOLSONA

4) Maison Feuillette [1920] - CNCP Montargis [45]:
Engineer: Émile FEUILLETTE
Guide: team member ESBG
ACCESS

CNCP-maison Feuillette:
69 bis, rue des Déportés et Internés de la Résistance, 45200 MONTARGIS

Lycée en Forêt:
45, avenue Louis Maurice Chautemps, 45200 MONTARGIS

Camping de la Forêt:
38, avenue Louis Maurice Chautemps, 45200 MONTARGIS

Montargis train station to CNCP-maison Feuillette: a 15 minute walk
to Lycée en Forêt: a 15 minute walk
to Camping de la Forêt: a 10 minute walk